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ABSTRACT 
This paper reviews and extends some of the known results in the estimation in 
“errors-in-variables” models, treating the structural and the functional cases on a 
unified basis. The generalized least-squares method proposed by some previous 
authors is extended to the case where the error covariance matrix contains an 
unknown vector parameter. This alleviates the difficulty of multiple roots arising from 
defining estimators as roots to a set of unbiased estimating equations. An alternative 
method is also considered for cases with both known and unknown error covariance 
matrix. The relationship between this method and the usual maximum-likelihood and 
generalized least-squares approaches is also investigated, and it is shown that in a 
special case they do not necessarily give identical results in finite samples. Finally, 
asymptotic results are presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In many socioeconomic, physical, and biological studies the following 
errors-in-variables model very often forms the basis of statistical analysis. Two 
unobservable vector variables .$ and 7) of dimensions respectively p and q are 
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connected by a linear relationship 77 = a + B( where a and B are unknown 
parameters to be estimated based on a sample of n independent observations 
(X,,Y,),..., (x,> Y,) with 
xi = & + si, y, = qi + .ci = a + BEi + &i (i=l,..., n). (1.1) 
Here the ( Si, ei) have zero means and a common covariance matrix tit, which 
may be known or be a function of an unknown vector parameter 19 = 
(6 i, . . . , fYly)‘. Unless otherwise stated, the (Si, si) are not necessarily normal. It 
is customary to refer to (1.1) as a functional relation model if the ti are taken 
as fixed unknowns, and a structural relation model if the 6, are independently 
and identically distributed random variates. Generalized least squares and 
maximum-likelihood have emerged in the literature as the two most exten- 
sively studied methods in the estimation of the unknown parameters a, B, 
and 8 under identifiability in the structural model. It is now known that when 
fi is neither known nor known to within a proportionality factor, both 
approaches lead to inconsistent estimators in the functional relation model 
[7, 8, 14, 181. N. N. Chan and Mak [7, 81 considered in the functional case 
various approaches for deriving consistent estimating equations, which in- 
cluded the generalized likelihood evolved by Morton [12] and were all shown 
to give identical results. These equations are also mathematically equivalent to 
the normal equations in the structural-relation case. The inconsistency of 
estimators in the functional model was also noted by Theobald and Mallinson 
[18] (see also Anderson and Rubin [3]),who pointed out that the maximum- 
likelihood estimators in the structural case are consistent for the functional 
case. Gleser [lo] discussed specifically the analytic relationship between 
structural and functional errors-in-variables models. All of these results seem 
to suggest that the estimation problem in (1.1) could be treated irrespective of 
whether the model is structural or functional. The present paper thus follows 
the attempt to treat estimation in (1.1) on a unified basis. Previous approaches 
[7, 8, 131 had defined estimators as roots of a set of estimating equations. It is, 
however, demonstrated in Section 3 that one is bound to encounter multiple 
roots in the course of solving these equations. We alleviate this difficulty by 
adopting alternative standpoints. In Section 2 and Section 3, applications of 
the methods of maximum likelihood and generalized least squares_ to (1.1) 
when Q is known are first reviewed, and a closely related estimator B of B is 
also discussed. In Section 4 we extend the generalized least-squares approach 
to the case when !J is a function of an unknown parameter. The relationship 
between &, the method of maximum likelihood, and the generalized least- 
squares approach is examined. It is shown that when a certain condition is not 
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satisfied [ 11, p. 281, they do not necessarily yield the same estimators. This is 
illustrated by a numerical example given in Section 5. In Section 6, asymp- 
totic properties of the estimators are given, and in particular the asymptotic 
covariance matrix is derived explicitly. 
2. MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION WITH KNOWN 52 
In this and the following section we shall assume that G is known and 
consider the estimation of B irrespective of the assumption made on the ti, 
i.e., whether the model is structural or functional. Let $ represent the 
common covariance matrix of the ti in the structural case and the limit of 
Ci(Ei - S)(ti - g)‘/ n in the functional case, assuming that the limit exists. 
For an arbitrary given B, let W be a ( p + 9) X 9 matrix whose columns are 
orthogonal to those of %‘V, i.e., W’Q--‘V=O, where V’= [I,, B’]. Let 
zi = (xi, y[)‘, K’= [Gt’v,Q-‘w], and consider the transformed variable 
Kz i. We have, for the sample covariance matrix of Kzi, 





where C = V ‘Q - ‘V. It is clear that the sample covariance of V ‘&? ‘.zi 
converges in probability to C$C + C and that of W ‘0 ‘zi to W ‘D ‘W; the 
latter does not involve 1c/. Hence 4 can be estimated by 4 obtained from 
equating C$C + C to the sample covariance of V ‘Q izi. Thus C$C + C = 
V’s2P1SQ-‘V, where S = Ci(zi - Z)(zi - z)‘/n. Consequently 
J = c-‘v’Q-‘sQ-‘vc-‘- c-1. 
We now propose to estimate B by the value h which minimizes 
tr((VjV’+G)-‘S)+logl(VJV’+Q)-‘s/, (2.1) 
on noting that the sample covariance matrix S of the zi converges in 
probability to V$V’+ Q. It will be shown below that, under a certain 
condition, B _ is the maximum-likelihood estimator of B under the usual 
normality assumptions for the Ei and e, = (Sl, E:)’ (cf. [S]). 
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L. K. Chan and Mak [5] showed that (2.1) can be expressed in the 
alternative form 
tr(!X-‘S) - tr(C-1V’Q2-1SQ;2-‘V) - log~D~1S(+logJC~1V’~21S~21V~. 
(2.2) 
To minimize (2.2), it suffices to maximize with respect to B the term 
tr(C-‘V’W’SQ2-‘V)- log~C~1V’~2-1SO-‘V~. Now by the Poincare sep- 
aration theorem [15, 1, 171 we have, for j = 1,. . . , p, 
Xj(W’) >, hj(C-“2VwSwx-1’2) 
= hj(C-‘V’~-‘SO-‘V) 2 hq+j(Sc2-‘), (2.3) 
where X j(G) denotes the j th largest eigenvalue of a matrix G with real 
eigenvalues. Let t be the largest (integer) value of j such that X j(SW ‘) - 
logXj(SW’) is not less than Xqtj (SQ21)-logA,+j(Sfi-1). Thus the p 
eigenvalues which yield the largest values of the convex function x - log x are 
X,(Ss2-‘),...,X,(SO-‘), A,+,.l(SO-‘),...,h,+,(S~t-‘). Since 
tr(C’V’W’SQ2’V) - log~C~‘V’Q2-‘SW1V~ 
= j$l { Aj(C-‘V’cr’SO-‘V) -logxj(c-‘v’~-‘s~-‘v)}, 
we have 
tr(C-‘V’O-‘SS1-‘V) - 1ogJC’V’E’SQ-‘VI 
B icl { hj(SS2-‘)-10gXj(S~2-‘)} 
q+v 
+ c {xj(sO-‘)-lOg~,(sn~‘)}, 
j=q+t+l 
(2.4) 
by (2.3) and the convexity of the function x - log x. The upper bound can be 
shown to be attained at h = R,R,‘, where [R’,, R’,]‘= R, say, is the 
(p + 9)X p submatrix of the Q- ‘orthonormal matrix of p + 9 eigenvectors of 
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SQ-’ corresponding to hi(SO-‘), ;. . ,_ X,(SaP’), A,+,+,(Satl), 
. . . ) X,+,(Sti-‘). Let 3= [I,, P’]’ and C = V ‘D - ‘V. Then, as shown above, 
+ is estimated by +* = ~‘-‘V’O-‘S~2-‘V~-’ - e-l. Note that t = p if and 
only if 
X,(SQ-‘)-logX,(SO-‘)>h,+,(SO-‘)-logh,+,(SO-’). (2.5) 
When (2.5) holds, X,(SO-‘) 2 1, and that is, in view of (2.3) tantamount to 
the statement that there exists a solution in the maximization of the left-hand 
zxpression in (2.4) subject to the constraint X,(C-‘V’~2’S~2-‘V)> 1, i.e., 
+ > 0 (nonnegative definite). Consequently, when t = p, +* is nonnegative 
definite and fi is the usual maximum-likelihood estimate of B in the structural 
model when the Ii and e, are normal. The same compact form for the 
maximum-likelihood estimator of B has been obtained by Anderson [2] and 
Gleser [9] in related problems. Amemiya and Fuller [l] regarded the case 
A,(!% - ‘) < 1 as the one where maximum-likelihood estimators adjusted for 
degrees of freedom do not exist. Anderson [2] used a more direct approach in 
the estimation of 4 and B by maximizing the likelihood function subject to 
the constraint 4 >, 0. 
The mathematical equivalence of the errors-in-variables and the factor- 
analysis model is now well known (see for example, [9]). For the case a is 
diagonal, Lawley and Maxwell [ll] obtained (by solving the likelihood 
equations) the maximum-likelihood estimators of the factor loadings based on 
the eigenvectors corresponding to the p largest eigenvalues of D ‘?% _ ‘/‘, 
assuming that the latter are larger than one [i.e., h,(SO - ‘) > 11. It is clear 
from the above discussion that the solution of Lawley and Maxwell gives a 
global maximum of the likelihood function if and only if (2.5) holds. 
3. GENERALIZED LEAST SQUARES WITH KNOWN D 
In this section we again assume that D is known. Chan [6] and Sprent 1161 
considered the generalized least-squares approach to the estimation of B. 
Though consideration was given to the functional case only, the method can 
also be applied to the structural case. The generalized least-squares estimator 
h of B is the value which minimizes 
T = c (Zi - z)‘u’+-‘u(z, - 5) 
n 
= tr(U+-‘US), 
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where U = [ - B, Z4] and $I = UL?2u’. It is interesting to note that the expres- 
sion (2.2) is identical to 
tr(+P’USU’) -logI+-‘[USU’- USQ2-‘V(V’Q2-‘SW’V) p’V’!G~lSU’] /, 
(3.1) 
which can be proved by using the identity 
The first term in (3.1) is simply the expression r above. Thus the estimation 
method in Section 2 differs from the generalized least-squares method by the 
presence of an extra term in (3.1) in the process of minimization. In fact it 
can be shown that r attains its minimum Cpzp4+ ,X j(SQ ‘) at 8 = R,R; ‘, 
where R is partitioned as in Section 2 but the j th column of R now 
correspondsto Xj(SO-‘), j = l,..., p. It is clear from the above discussion 
that B and Z? are identical when the inequality (2.5) holds, in which case the 
estimate for J/ is also nonnegative definite. 
The functional relationship setting of (1.1) is a typical situation in which 
the number of unknown parameters increases with the sample size. It is thus 
interesting to apply Morton’s [12] generalized likelihood under normality 
assumptions of the e,. This yields the estimating equation 
usr’v = 0. (3.2) 
However, a shortcoming of Morton’s approach in the present situation is that 
(3.2) possesses multiple roots. In fact for any (p + q)X p matrix R whose 
columns are eigenvectors of 9X’, (3.2) is satisfied by setting B = R,R[ ‘, 
where again R = [R;, R’,]‘. Thus the solution is not unique, and in particular 
6 and 5 both satisfy (3.2). The approach in Section 2 and the generalized 
least-squares method estimate B by the minimization of some functions and 
avoid the difficulty of multiple roots arising from defining estimators as roots 
to estimating equations. 
4. THE CASE WHEN Q IS UNKNOWN 
In this section we extend the methods of estimation in Section 2 and 
Section 3 to cover the case where Q contains an unknown vector parameter 
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8 =(8,,..., 8,)‘. It is assumed that s2 has a parametric structure such that the 
parameters in the structural relationship model are identifiable, but the 
estimation methods developed below are applicable to both the functional 
and structural models. 
No particular difficulty arises in extending the method in Section 2. 
Estimators of B and 0 are obtained as the values k and 8 minimizing 





and thus 8 minimizes (4.1) as a function in 8. The estimator 8 is then the 
value given in Section 2 with the 8 in G replaced by 8. 
The extension of the generalized least-squares approach calls for special 
attention, for the minimization of T with respect to B and 8 leads to 
inconsistent estimators, as already noted by many authors. For given 8, r has 
the minimum value Cyzp”+ ,A j(SG -I), w h ose derivatives have nonzero expec- 
tations at the true value of 8. To obtain a set of unbiased estimating 
equations, one can subtract the expectations from their values, yielding (see 
also [7, Equation (2.3)]) 
where U = [ - B, I,], C#J = Ud’, and B is as defined in Section 3 and is a 
function of 8. Thus an estimator of 8 can be derived as a root of (4.2). Note 
that under the normality assumptions of the ei, Morton’s [ 121 generalized 
likelihood would yield the same estimating equations in (4.2). Difficulty again 
arises if the equations in (4.2) have multiple roots. Here, we propose to extend 
the generalized least-squares approach as follows. The least-squares estimator 
8 is defined to be the value minimizing within the admissible region of 8 
c Ai( c logAj(SOP). 
j=p+l j=p+l 
(4.3) 
The estimator b of B is then obtained as in Section 3 with the 8 in !C? 
replaced by 8. Differentiating (4.3) with respect to 6, it can be shown that 6 
satisfies (4.2). 
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5. A NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION 
Consider the following numerical example with p = 1, 9 = 2, Q diagonal, 
and 
s= 
3 1 1 
1 2 -+ 
1 _ 1 2 I 
First assume that the diagonal elements of Q are unknown. The estimates 
fi = a( 8) and P of, respectively, G and B are easily found to be 
I! 4 I!51 
(5.1) 
and [ - i, - i] ‘; however, the generalized least-squares estimate of ti is found 
to be 
which differs from the matrix in (5.1). If we treat (5.1) as a known matrix, the 
value B = [ l,O] ’ gives the minimum value of r and is different from & = 
[-f, -+I’. 
6. ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS 
In the previous sections, we have examined two methods of estimating B 
and possibly the 8 in Q. It is shown that the estimators in these methods may 
not be identical. We shall, however, show that this can only occur with 
probability tending to zero as n + 00. Since the sample covariance matrix S 
of z converges in probability to V$V’ + !& X j(S!G? ‘) converges in probabil- 
ity to Zj, where Zj>l for j=l,..., p, and Zj=l for j=p+l,..., p+q. 
Since the function x - log x is convex and attains its minimum at 1c = ,1, with 
probability tending to 1, t = p. Thus with probability tending to 1, (B, 8) is 
identical to (2, 8). 
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The above discussion shows that (P, 6) and (3, e) have the same asymp- 
totic properties. Under some mild regularity conditions, (P, 8) and hence 
(i, 8) are consistent and asymptotically normal in both the structural and the 
functional models. When the ei are not normal, the asymptotic variances and 
covariances of the estimators involve the fourth moments of the ei and are 
complicated in form. A method of estimating these asymptotic variances and 
covariances is given in [8]. For the functional-relation model and when the e, 
are normal, the joint covariance matrix of (ci’,(vec B)‘, 8’) is given by 
n _ ‘H- ‘D( HP ‘)‘, where D is symmetric: 
H= 
D= 
where the lth column of G is - (C-‘~n-‘~~-“v)vec(a~/aBI), the 
(k, Z)th element of T is - tr{(as2/ae,)vl~~‘u(as2/ae,)uy’v), and B 
and vet denote the Kronecker product and the stack operation, respectively. 
The asymptotic covariance matrix of fi((vec 8)‘, e’) can be simplified to 
yield the symmetric matrix 
(T-l + 7-1c-17-1 
)@a$ +2( 7-1C-1~Iq)QT-1Q’(C-17-1~Zq) 
1 2T-'Q'(C-'T-'@I,) - 2T-’ 
where 7 = n-‘C~X=l[i[~ - iif and the Zth column of Q is - (V’O -r @ 
U)vec( &?/&I,). Furthermore, under the normality assumptions for the ci 
and ei, the asymptotic covariance matrixof (8’,(vec b)‘, 8’) in the structural 
case has the same form except that the E and n-‘EEiti in its expression are 
replaced by I_L = E(ti) and 4 + z.$, respectively. Patefield [14] derived a 
similar result for the special case q = 1, where L? is diagonal and known up to 
a proportionality factor. 
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7. DISCUSSION 
This paper considers an errors-in-variables model with a fairly general 
covariance matrix Q. In fact, apart from the restriction that the model 
considered be identifiable in the structural case, the matrix 52 can be of a 
completely general parametric structure. This includes most of the cases 
considered in the literature: the case where 52 is known up to a proportional- 
ity factor; the case where D is diagonal and unknown, as in the factor analysis 
model; the case p = 9, D = diag(Q,, 52,) with G2, unknown [4]. Previous work 
in these special cases concentrated on the manipulations of likelihood equa- 
tions and usually succeeded in choosing the right roots in large samples. For 
estimating B we have considered an estimator closely related to the maxi- 
mum-likelihood estimator, as well as an extension of the generalized least- 
squares estimator. It is demonstrated that under a very special circumstance 
the two methods do not necessarily lead to the same solution in finite samples. 
Presentation at a Workshop funded by the UK Science and Engineering 
Research Council held at the University of Dundee in August 1983 stimu- 
lated the developments in Section 6 of this paper. The authors are also very 
thankful to the referees for their helpful comments and suggestions. 
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